2 accumulation were also increased in cells of bacteria co-cultured roots -however the 190 increase was not as high as for Fe. Cr appeared to be mainly localized to cell walls, while 191 Br was more prominent within the cells (Extended figure 2) . While the overall Ca signal Gupta, 2016). However, the majority of these aggregates seen in both PXCT and XNH 207 datasets did not match with XRNF Se maps, indicating that the aggregates consist of other 208 chemical element(s). Interestingly, both Zn and Ca aggregates were found in the epidermal 209 cells of most imaged samples (shown in Extended Figure 2 ), localizing mainly to vacuoles. 210 In many cases these elements matched to the dense aggregates measured using XNH, 211 indicating that these micronutrients can make dense aggregates in plant cells (as was 212 suggested for Zn by Arrivault et al., 2006) (data not shown). Bacterial co-culturing affects root anatomy, tissue density and chemical composition 216 The electron density data was used to 1) visualize tissue and subcellular organelle anatomy 217 in fine detail and 2) measure tissue densities within intact 3D samples. Each co-centric root 218 tissue type (epidermis, cortex, endodermis, pericycle and stele, illustrated in Figure 2 and walls in bacteria supplemented roots, the difference in magnitude indicates that Se is not a 234 major contributor to the observed cell wall density differences between different treatments 235 (Fe levels in roots supplemented with Se+bacteria were >12-times higher than Se levels). 236 Oppositely, as the electron densities of Se+bacteria treated root vacuolic membranes were 237~1 7 higher than in control root, and Fe did not accumulate into vacuoles, it is quite possible 238 that the observed increase in vacuolic membrane density in bacteria co-cultured roots was 239 attributed primarily to Se aggregate formation.
241
Se toxicity and bacteria elicitor promoted growth abnormalities 242 The observed treatment specific differences in root anatomy, including differences in root 243 size (diameter), defects in maintaining proper cell divisions, and growth arrest, both in Se 244 and Se+bacteria supplemented roots compared to control roots, could in part be attributed 245 to biotic Se stress (toxicity) as the Se supplemented roots showed slight reduction in growth including abnormal root architecture of superroot (Boerjan et al., 1995) , yucca-mutants 259 (Zhao et al., 2001 , Cheng et al., 2006 , and pleiotropic morphological and cellular 260 differentiation defected auxin resistant 1-mutants (Lincoln et al.,1990) . Moreover, the Superior properties of intact fresh tissues 3D maps 277 Previous efforts to study the amount and localization of Se in plant tissues have relied mostly 278 on three very different approaches: µXRF (Wang et al., 2013 , Hu et al., 2014 2014) or spectroscopy imaging assays assays (Krajcarová et al., 2017) , cell organelle 280 fractionation, and indirect gene expression assays (Gupta & Gupta, 2016) in response to 281 exogenously applied chemical compounds. In fluorescence imaging assays conducted at 282 room temperature, imaged samples were either rather large (whole roots, seedlings of 283 leaves), fixed in resin, or freeze dried to minimize sample movement during imaging. All 284 these approaches have their caveats: The spatial resolution in imaging of large samples will 285 not be sufficient to reveal subcellular differences or fine features. Fixing a sample in resin 286 includes dehydration steps, infusion with resins, and possibly sectioning -leading potentially 287 to alteration of chemical composition and anatomical deformation. Same issues apply to 288 freeze drying, in which all the water is often removed using e.g. ethanol series followed by 289 lyophilisation. As water content affects critically the conformation, density, mechanical 290 properties and chemical composition of biological tissues, every modification will inevitably 291 contort the obtained data compared to samples imaged in vivo. While electron microscope 292 imaging methods can provide direct information of chemical elements in high resolution, the 293 samples are sectioned to thin slices. The imaged samples are also often dried to immobilize 294 them, loosing information on water and soluble compounds. All these described procedures 295 leave plenty of room for improvement on sample integrity but also on volume of information 296 gained from such narrow "views" of 2D slices. Together, the previously used methods have 297 provided mostly either low resolution, indirect or spatially limited evidence of both the 298 physical and chemical properties of biological samples.
300
We overcame all these limitations by studying Se uptake and accumulation in fresh High-resolution imaging resolution reveals subcellular organelle features 315 The reconstructed high-resolution 3D electron density volumes from PXCT and XNH 316 showed highly similar results on sample anatomy. This is noteworthy, as the electron density 317 data was obtained using two different cryogenic X-ray imaging methods and the 318 measurements were performed at different facilities from different biological sample 319 batches. One difference was that unlike PXCT, XNH datasets appeared to highlight network 320 like subcellular compartments (like ER and vacuolic membranes) based on their properties 321 that enhance edges on compartments of different texture (e.g. fat vs. water). Due to the 322 choice of large field of view, the XNH results were also of slightly lower resolution than the 323 PXCT as evidenced by the subcellular features. The XNH datasets contained also some 324 artefacts at samples edges (seen as "ripple effects" at the epidermal cell edges, Figure 2 , 325 panels D -F). These artefacts could be reduced by using higher incident X-ray energy.
327
The volumes allowed inspection of individual cells and subcellular compartments in fine process was originally reported using laborious high-resolution cryo-EM section assay that 338 relies on imaging 2D slices of electron microscopy samples (Furuta et al., 2014,) .
339
Remarkably, we were able to obtain information on phloem sieve element cell wall density 340 properties and visualize cellular clearing from 3D stacks of intact fresh samples (albeit not 341 at same ultra-high resolution as with 2D EM imaging). In addition to cell wall density 342 properties, very fine subcellular anatomical features were distinguishable within the 3D 343 datasets of soft plant tissues simply based on minor differences in their electron densities.
344
With the obtained resolution, it was possible to produce strikingly detailed images (like We observed differences in Se levels between samples and treatments, but overall Se 365 accumulation profiles were similar between different tissues (epidermis, cortex, endodermis, 366 and stele) (Graph 1). Se accumulation appeared to be enhanced in roots co-cultured with 367 bacteria. Thus, based on our data, we could conclude that bacterial co-culturing does indeed 368 promote Se accumulation to root tissues. According to previous reports plants accumulate 369 Se in vacuoles (Gupta & Gupta, 2016) . Using direct fluorescence measurements, we were to the speciation of elements in the roots and the effect of chemical speciation to uptake of Figure 7 ). This is interesting, as Ca is known to act as a signalling component for mechanical 403 stress, free oxygen radicals, and gravistimulus in plant cells, and Ca is locally released from 404 cell walls and subcellular compartments rapidly upon such stimuli (Demidchik et al., 2003, 405 Monshause at al., 2011 , Kurusu et al., 2013 . Our measurements show high local Ca peaks 406 in Se+bacteria supplemented roots in cells that were slightly damaged just prior to freezing 407 (Extended Figure 7) . In these cells, Ca levels were 2.5-fold higher than in the surrounding subtomograms with half the number of projections each and using the half-bit criterion (van high vacuum (Figure 1, B) at ESRF ID16A beamline. XNH volumes measured were centered 530 at 115µm distance from the root tips (full volumes shown in Figure 3) . A brilliant beam (10 11 531 phot/s) of highly focused X-rays (30 (H) x 30 (V) nm 2 ) at 17 keV energy was produced by an 532 undulator source and a KB mirror optic (cf. Figure 1 B) (Morawe et al., 2015) . The focus was 533 used as a virtual point source for the XNH imaging by placing the sample some distance 534 downstream from the focus and recording a transmission image on the detector. These XNH The XRNF measurements were conducted by placing the sample in the X-ray focus, and 551 then raster scanning the sample to produce 2D maps and sinograms. The raster scanning 552 was performed with 200 nm spatial step size, 27 ms dwell time, and 0.72-degree step over 553 180 degrees rotation. Either 1 or 7 slices (spaced by 200 nm) were recorded in these scans 554 depending on the sample. The corresponding XRNF 2D slices and 3D stacks were located 555 at the center of the XNH field of view, at 115 µm distance from the root tips. The incident 556 energy of the X-rays was high enough to ionize all element species of interest in the sample.
557
A set of energy discriminating detectors placed at the sides of the sample were used to 558 record the fluorescence spectra coming from the sample. The summed spectra from these 559 detectors was then used to do peak fitting using the PyMCA software package (Solé et al., 560 2007). The measurements were brought to quantitative units by using a previously 561 measured calibration sample. The end results of this peak fitting step were therefore images 562 of different elements in units of surface density (ng/mm 3 ). The fitted images were then 563 organized as sonograms, which were then reconstructed using the PyHST software 564 package with an iterative algorithm that minimizes the total variation in the object by using For electron density analysis PXCT datasets were imported to and calibrated in Fiji using 572 experiment specific values for each dataset. These calibrated volumes were then used for electron density measurements of various tissues and subcellular organelles from each 574 sample. In case of subcellular organelle measurements average values (min, max, median 575 and mean) were calculated from over 30 measuring individual areas around the sample and 576 presented as averages (table 2) and as bar charts including error bars (Extended Figure 4) .
577
The sizes of measure areas ranged from tens of pixels (cell walls, vacuolic membranes) to 578 larger areas covering several thousand pixels per measured point (cytoplasmic and vacuolic 579 fluid), depending on the size of analyzed cellular organ. 2B , S1, S10
2C, S4 2D
Overview of the cryo-PXCT measurement parameters. (*) The FSC estimation for id134 is 1394
unrealistically low due to the insufficient amount of projections in each half-tomogram, given the large 1395
diameter of this sample. 1396
